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Four of the five Respondents in this case have settled. The oral hearing as to the fifth 
Respondent has been completed and I am preparing an initial decision. I request the parties' 
assistance in the following matters: 

First, the Division of Enforcement (Division) makes frequent reference to a 1990 civil 
injunctive action involving the corporate predecessor of H.J. Meyers & Co., Inc. (H.J. Meyers), 
James Alan Villa (Villa), and others. See SEC v. Thomas James Associates, Inc., CIV-90-316T 
(W.D.N.Y.), cited in the Division's proposed Findings # 5, 115, 148, 153, and the Division's 
Conclusions of Law at 48. The Division is requested to supplement the record by providing copies 
of the final orders of permanent injunction entered against defendants Thomas James Associates, 
Inc., Villa, Brian S. Thomas, and George Salloum, and the stipulation of dismissal as to defendant 
Joseph V. Gianni. 

Second, Division Exhibit 36 reports daily trading volume in Borealis stock for the week of 
June 24 through 28, 1996. The exhibit is based on NASDAQ source documents that are not of 
record. Respondent Setteducati's Exhibit 12 provides some of the same information from Dow 
Jones & Co. reports. For each day, however, the total trading volumes shown on Setteducati's 
Exhibit 12 are lower than the total trading volume numbers provided on Division Exhibit 36. The 
total trading volumes on Setteducati's Exhibit 12 correspond exactly with the total trading volume 
figures on the last pages of Division Exhibits 17 through 21, where they are identified as "Tot Str 
Vol" (Transcript at 1040). The Division's summary witness should explain why her summary 
exhibit uses different figures. 

There are also differences between the H.J. Meyers daily trading volume, as summarized on 
Division Exhibit 36, and the H.J. Meyers daily trading volume, as reported on the last pages of 
Division Exhibits 17 through 21, where the figures are identified as "Tot TJA Vol." The Division's 
summary witness is requested to provide an explanation for the differences. There may well be an 
innocent explanation (Division Exhibit 57 at 12 makes reference to the exclusion of crossed trades). 



Of course, if the share volume numbers in Division Exhibit 36 are not accurate, the percentage 
figures in that exhibit would be inaccurate, as well. The same would be true of the percentage 
figures in Division Exhibit 37. The Division's expert witness relied on these summary exhibits in 
offering his opinions (Division Exhibit 57 at 2, 12 n.5, and 16 Panel E). 

Third, Division Exhibit 46 states that customers of H.J. Meyers' Atlanta branch office 
bought 404,250 shares of Borealis stock and sold 80,250 shares of Borealis stock in the immediate 
aftermarket of the initial public offering. The source of that information is identified as Division 
Exhibits 17 through 21. Division Proposed Finding # 87 asserts that the institutional customers of 
H.J. Meyers' Atlanta branch (presumably, as distinguished from the retail customers of the Atlanta 
branch) bought almost one aftermarket share for every share they bought in the initial public 
offering. That proposed finding is also supported by a citation to Division Exhibit 46. I have 
reviewed Division Exhibits 17 through 21, and cannot find support for either claim. The Division is 
requested to identifjr the specific line entries in its Exhibits 17 through 21 that support the two 
claims. 

This Order is not intended as an invitation for either party to file revised exhibits, to present 
additional argument of counsel, or to fill perceived gaps in the evidence. Item one is necessary to 
resolve the charges in Paragraph 1I.G of the Order Instituting Proceedings. Items two and three 
simply seek arithmetical documentation for the factual assertions previously offered. As to the latter 
two items, opposing counsel are encouraged to confer and to reach stipulations, if possible. 

The due date for the requested information is March 29, 2002. 

Administrative Law Judge 




